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Executive summary
There are plans in place to reduce the amount
of government buildings by 75% before 20201
and replace them with shared offices and
commuter hubs2.
In November 2016, Microsoft spoke to
senior stakeholders across local and central
government to gain a better understanding
about the attitudes to smart working in the
public sector. Interviewees held a range of
job titles, but were all responsible for making
decisions around technology, smart or
flexible working and digital agendas3.
Microsoft found that smart working – and
its benefits of increased productivity and
cost-effectiveness – is well understood.
They also discovered numerous examples
across the public sector of where smart
working has been put into practice, and is
delivering improvements to organisations
and service users.

Research identified two significant barriers
to smart working implementation: a lack
of confidence among public servants in
the technology (or their own ability to use
it), plus cultural barriers to change, are both
holding the public sector back when it
comes to fully maximising the above benefits.

The types of people we spoke to

So, what can be done? We feel that the
answer lies in two areas. Firstly, technology
that is not just intuitive and easy to secure,
but also recognisable – reflecting the same
hardware and software that people might
use in their home lives. Secondly, ensuring
that cultural change is supported – and partly
driven – through ensuring sufficient readiness
in the ability to translate that technology into
service user benefits.

• Operations Manager

So, while technology isn’t the answer to
every challenge you face, combining it with
sufficient levels of preparedness and training
is. Together, they’ll ensure that people will
have the confidence they need to change
their working culture.

• Head of Digital Strategy
• Deputy Director of Transformation
• Head of Finance
• Head of Digital Transformation
• Director of Business Services
• Head of Business Intelligence

“We provided a 16% reduction
in cost under new mobile
working processes.”
Head of Digital Strategy
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The spirit is strong, but confidence is weak
If you search online for ‘smart working’,
the majority of articles that appear have
been either written by, or for, the public
sector. To find out how far the theory has
been embraced and what – if any – blockers
there are, we spoke to some of those public
servants responsible for taking smart working
off the page and putting it into action.
While the feedback was encouraging, in terms
of both awareness and actual results to date,
a strong majority also reported two significant
challenges in delivering fully on the benefits.
These are:
• A lack of confidence in the technology,
including a greater need for training,
among those on the ground.
• Wider cultural barriers to changing working
practices and a lack of preparedness when
developing strategies to overcome them.

Awareness

73%
66%

of local government
respondents say they’re
well aware of smart
working initiatives.
of central government
respondents say technology
and smart working had
improved services.

Challenges

61%
27%

say a cultural shift in
terms of technology
needs to happen.

say that training is
an issue.

The challenges are evident not just in the
numbers, but also the anecdotal evidence
gathered during the research. “Most of our
staff only have basic IT skills, so there’s a
definite need for better training in terms of
using technology efficiently and effectively”,
said one respondent. And those basic IT
skills of have a massive impact in terms of
confidence or, as one CIO put it, “people’s
fear of change”.
We know that staff on hospital wards, civil
servants at the national level, and in fact
everyone delivering public services, are under
pressure. Ever-tightening budgets have become
the norm and now there is the uncertainty of
Brexit. That pressure is immediate and comes
from government ministers, the public and
the press – and so it is unsurprising that public
servants will always err towards ‘what works’,
if new technology and working practices do
not deliver straight out of the box.
“Changing hearts and minds, and giving
employees confidence, is the challenge
with a large workforce”, commented one
Digital Development Manager. “[It’s about]
giving people the skills and training they
need, understanding the technology being

employed, giving support and confidence
to council members and those with political
representation”.
And it is, of course, this fear of change and
lack of training that’s having such a detrimental
impact on work cultures. Cultural change isn’t
just changing the ‘operational’ way that people
work – that is, of course, straightforward in
a way, as it can be mandated. Deciding to
choose one piece of technology over another,
or changing a shift pattern, are both cultural
changes. But they are also decisions taken
at a strategic, managerial level, rather than
an interpersonal level. The cultural change
we are talking about here is related more to
shifting beliefs. For example, there's a common
misconception that everybody works in the
same way. The reality is that people shift
between several different styles depending
on the task at hand. One hour they may need
a quiet space to get their head down, but the
next they're likely to want a collaborative space
to discuss and share their work. True cultural
change takes place when misconceptions
like this are demolished and there's a greater
understanding of how people actually want –
and need – to work.

The right devices make a difference
89% of all respondents say smart
working is important. In fact, nine out
of ten local government organisations
see its implementation as key to
delivering flexibility and increased
efficiency. In central government, the
benefits of introducing technology
break down as:

79%
79%
66%

increased workforce
flexibility.

increased employee
collaboration.

increased
productivity.
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Intuitive technology is key
“Our people want to work with people and
not computers”, said one Community Liaison
Officer. And while that is the same across most
sectors, mobility is no longer an optional extra
in the public sector in light of the financial and
strategic challenges mentioned previously.
It will be no surprise to learn that where culture
change has bred confidence, technology
and smart working are having a positive
impact on the way public services are being
delivered. Indeed, nine in ten local government
respondents said they had improved services
and there was no mention of services being
impaired. Respondents in central government
saw several tangible benefits, including being
able to hold a global court hearing and
reducing marking errors in exams.

And while such smart working relies on
preparing staff thoroughly – and explains why
one-third of central government and over a
third of local government organisations see
HR as a key influencer – giving people devices
and software that are easy to use cannot be
underestimated. Intuitive technology doesn’t
just improve the way people work together,
but it brings long-term savings in other
areas. “The best example is the way our social
workers interact with service users”, said one
local government Director of Commercial and
Change. “They don’t need to come back to
the office, saving costs, increasing efficiency
and allowing more time with the public.”
Making people's jobs easier through smarter
working can drastically improve staff retention
levels. This in turn lowers costs associated with
acquisition, training and onboarding. When
Microsoft spoke to some of the UK's small
and medium-sized businesses at the end of
2016, the majority felt that flexible working
was now necessary to attract and keep the
best staff4. It's definitely something to bear in
mind, as only a fifth of respondents said they
considered using technology to attract highcalibre staff.

“Our people want to work with
people and not computers.”
Community Liaison Officer
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Security and compliance centre stage
The average global cost of a security breach
rose from $3.8 million in 2015 to $4 million in
20165. That’s not just the cost of putting things
right after an attack, or refunding lost monies,
but can also result from ransomware infections.
Operations also have to be cancelled – so it's no
surprise to find that almost 30% of respondents
feel that data security remains a concern.
“Data protection is a big barrier”, said one.
“And with the new General Data Protection
Regulations coming into place in 2018,
we have to be even more conscious of
protecting citizens and data.”
It would be churlish to suggest that security
concerns and greater mobility do not go
hand in hand. But it would be equally unfair
to ignore how modern operating systems
and software like Mobile Device Management
(MDM) have made smartphones, tablets and
hybrids as secure as firewalls and locked-down
desktop devices.

With 91% of respondents using some form
of Microsoft Windows, it is by far the most
dominant operating system in the public sector.
Its latest incarnation, Windows 10, has actually
been built around the needs of mobile security.
As the diagram on the right shows, security is
an end-to-end concern encompassing devices,
identity and information. There are a number of
ways that Windows 10 safeguards organisations
against these, including Windows Hello facial
recognition sign-in and the operating system’s
ability to constantly update itself against new
threats. And it's this enterprise-grade security
provided by Windows 10 that helps explain why
the US Department of Defense has mandated
an upgrade of more than 4 million seats.

Windows 10 security on Surface devices
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Devices for smart working and collaboration
Technological confidence and readiness has
a knock-on effect on the ability of the public
sector to fully transition to smarter working
practices. One way to tackle this is to supply
people with the devices and software they are
familiar with – from prior jobs or use at home.
Microsoft Surface devices come in several
configurations, run familiar Office apps and
are built on Windows 10. They’re ideal for any
number of public sector uses, giving users the
ability to collaborate in the community and
work from anywhere.
On the right are just a few of the scenarios
where public servants will benefit from
smarter working with Surface. There are,
of course, many more examples of how the
technology can be used to help the public
sector work smarter.

Type: mobile field workers

Type: operations and management

Type: group work

Examples: surveyors and social workers

Examples: civil servants and elected officials

Examples: clinicians and emergency services

Surface Pro 4 is an ultra-thin, hybrid device.
It can be used as either a tablet or a laptop.
Benefits include:

Surface Book is a powerful laptop that is ideal
for those who have moderate mobile working
needs, or need powerful processing. It includes
all the benefits of Surface Pro 4, as well as:

Surface Hub is a large, multi-touch HD
collaboration screen, which allows individuals
and teams to share information and collaborate
on it in real-time. Benefits include:

• Detachable 13.5" PixelSense™ screen.

•

Ability to function as a whiteboard,
conference centre or projection screen.

• Biometric log-in with Windows Hello
facial recognition.
• Digital inking with Surface Pen.

• Up to 12 hours of battery life .

• Ability to connect to larger monitors
with Surface Dock.

• Optional graphics card to run more intensive
software programmes, like Photoshop.

•

100-point multi-touch screen and
2 digital pens for collaboration sessions.

Field workers can access and update records
securely from anywhere, capture service users’
signatures, and collaborate with colleagues –
all without needing to return to the office.

With its multiple configurations, Surface Book
can support a multitude of tasks, from speech
and report writing, research, presentations and
visualisation. The device comes with a Surface
Pen as standard, allowing for digital inking,
such as initialling, signing and note-taking.

•

Wide-angle HD 1080p cameras for
enhanced Skype for Business meetings.
For instance, health staff can share
records or advice on medical procedures,
while fire, police and emergency crews
can collaborate on operational matters
or during emergencies.

6
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More smart working in action
Surface can help all
kinds of public servants
work smarter.

Training and support
Road workers

Traffic wardens

can use Surface Pro 4 to check their
job lists and complete timesheets on
the move, increasing efficiency.

can process payments instantly on
Surface Pro 4, meaning less admin
for office-based staff.

MPs

Health & Safety officers

can use Surface Pen to capture action
points in constituent meetings, eliminating
the need for handwritten notes.

can enter details in real time, so problems
get solved faster.

As already discussed, Microsoft’s research
shows that a fear of change and lack of
readiness has impacted the implementation
of smart working, and that this is associated
with a need for more training. And while 61%
of respondents are encouraging greater levels
of flexible working, the right training and
preparation turns greater productivity into
a reality. And, as Gartner points out: “Given
that proper preparation is essential for a
successful migration, organisations should
allocate sufficient time and resources to
upfront activities7.”

There are a number of ways organisations can
access our on-site, off-site or online training
and support:
• Our self-service package – for deployment.
• Microsoft Virtual Academy courses –
covering configuration, data management
and more.
• Online support – around the clock.
• Preparing for Windows 10 deployment
– a Gartner whitepaper.
• Bespoke deployment planning via
MS Services.
• FastTrack – for Office 365 deployment
and expansion.

Community workers

Police officers

don’t have to carry a pile of paperwork
around with them, and can focus on
listening to the families they serve. Surface
can also help with instant translations if
there are language barriers.

can spend more time on the street
with Microsoft Advance Patrol Platform.
You can read more about this in
our blog.

• Our extensive network of more than
400 Microsoft certified partners:
partnercenter.microsoft.com
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Conclusion
Microsoft’s research shows that the benefits
and potential savings of smarter working are
widely accepted across the public sector. Indeed,
technology and changing working practices are
already delivering greater flexibility, higher cost
savings and improved productivity. However,
there are two key barriers to fully enjoying these
benefits: confidence in the ability of technology,
and the cultural change required to shift from
traditional working practices.
Evidence from the research suggests that
there are two driving forces behind this lack
of confidence: a lack of IT skills and readiness
among some staff, and the pressures of
needing to deliver services against financial
and other resource constraints. In answer,
Microsoft suggests that there are also two
ways to combat this. Devices that are intuitive
and familiar – both in terms of hardware
and software – and training that supports
end users and IT teams, which in turn drives
cultural change. Surface devices, with their
Windows 10 operating system, are already
being used by 20% of the organisations
Microsoft spoke to.

It’s likely that your organisation is already on
its own, unique smart working journey. But do
institutional culture and employee confidence
sometimes get in your way? Or perhaps you
are about to introduce new ways of working
– and are considering how best to support
these initiatives?

If you’re looking for solutions
that empower employees,
strengthen security and
exceed citizens’ expectations,
we can help. To find out more,
go online or contact your
Microsoft account manager.

Return on investment and savings
It’s no longer enough for technology to deliver
outstanding return on investment – it needs to
help public sector organisations make sizeable
savings too.

“Surface Pro 4 devices are light and hold
the application we need. We can write
straight onto the tablet and transfer the
words straight to TypeText. They make
our staff very flexible.”
Digital Development Manager

According to Forrester8:
• Surface adds up to $936 (£758)
per user per year in improvement
in employee productivity9.
• By replacing desktop, laptop and
tablet devices with a single Surface
tablet, one organisation saved $615
(£485 per Surface user9)
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